Return to Travel
American Airlines

Privileged & Confidential

Travel
Reassurance

Keeping you informed with the latest news and
research, so that you feel confident as you and
your travelers continue to fly to the places that
matter most
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Caring for you during the travel journey
Latest news giving you peace of mind every step of the way

First airline to
receive the GBAC
STAR™ accreditation
for aircraft and lounges

Cleaning and
sanitizing of high-touch
surfaces in the airport,
like kiosks, ticket
counters and seating
areas

Deep cleaning of tray
tables, seatbelt buckles,
armrests, window
shades, seatback
screens, doors and
overhead bin handles

HEPA Filters to refresh
cabin air removing
99.97% of airborne
particles.
Learn more >>
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Making travel easier…with new tools
New partners and investing in technology to provide more traveler resources

The VeriFLY health
passport app creating
opportunity for safer
travel. Download it
today.

LetsGetChecked
Preflight COVID-19
testing – Now available
for all U.S. and
international
destinations

Sherpa
Check out American’s
interactive tool, for
most up-to-date
COVID-19
requirements

Touchless travel
experience from
check in to arrival,
customers can travel
with confidence
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Making travel easier with more flexibility

• Making change fees a thing of the past, valid for more flights and regions than any
other airline, including most Domestic and International tickets when traveling from North
and South America*

Even
more
flexibility

• Preserving full value: One of the only US airlines to save the difference if you rebook to a
less expensive flight
• Fly standby for free on earlier flights for the same destination and day

* Does not apply to Basic Economy

You Are Why We Fly™
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Together with our partner airlines
Latest network updates, connecting you to more places around the world

Ready to serve travelers with more options throughout our domestic and international networks.
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Welcome to Corporate Experience
Striving to be the easiest airline to do business with, while elevating the experience of our corporate customers
Personalized Traveler Hub
pages make it easier to keep your
travelers informed

Airline of the Year by the American
Society of Travel Advisors, for the
3rd consecutive year

Complimentary
Priority Access

Business travel is seamless for corporate travelers with
convenient access to Priority check-in, Priority security and
Priority Group 4 boarding to get where you need to go
faster.

Complimentary
preferred seats

Corporate travelers have complimentary access to
preferred seats on aa.com or on the American mobile
app. This benefit allows travelers to book seats that are
otherwise reserved for our most frequent travelers,
such as window and aisle locations.

Downgrade
protection
prioritization

We know that air travel can be unpredictable at times. In
the unlikely event we are unable to accommodate all
passengers on a given flight, corporate travelers receive
enhanced prioritization to maintain their cabin selection and
make their journey as easy as possible.

Reaccomodation
Prioritization

Corporate travelers now receive higher priority for
reaccommodation during irregular operations. When the
unexpected happens, corporate travelers are prioritized
with automatic reaccommodation to a new flight.
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Traveler Hub pages
Communications to corporate travelers through their intranet sites

•

Most up to date information on topics
relevant to corporate traveler

•

Corporate Experience benefits

•

Day of travel information

•

AAdvantage® information

Go to your Traveler Hub Page today to
learn more
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Introducing a new, simpler AAdvantage® program
More ways to reach loyalty status than ever
We're introducing a new, simpler AAdvantage® loyalty program, and now have the most ways to reach status of any U.S. carrier – from
flying on American or our partners, and now, from activity beyond flying.

Here’s what you need to know:
• One status metric: Loyalty Points
• More ways to earn when you fly, and when you buy
• Earn miles, earn points, earn status

Loyalty benefits:
• 24-hour upgrade window
• Complimentary seats and upgrades
• Free checked bag(s)

Loyalty is now simple. Visit aa.com/newaadvantage to explore changes.
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Net Zero 2050
First and only global alliance to set goal of net zero emissions by 2050
•

All oneworld® member airlines recognize urgent
need to face the challenge of climate change

• All oneworld® member airlines commit to net zero
carbon emissions by 2050
• The oneworld® Alliance supports Clean Skies for
Tomorrow’s goal of 10% sustainable aviation fuel
(SAF) by 2030

• Each oneworld® airline has outlined its own roadmap
• Various initiatives include fleet modernization,
improvements in operation efficiencies, advancing
the use of sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) certified by
ICAO-approved schemes, and carbon offsets and
removals
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Our commitment to sustainability
Long-term commitment to reduce the impact of air travel on the environment, becoming a more sustainable airline

Our goals
Achieve net-zero carbon
emissions by 2050

Our initiatives
Investing in
Sustainable Aviation
Fuel

Committed to develop a sciencebased target for reducing
greenhouse gasses by 2035

Fuel conservation in
our operations

Lead the industry on its
path to decarbonization

Fleet renewal

Attain a 1.5% annual average
fuel efficiency improvement

New technology to help
us operate more
efficiently

Source 2.5 million gigajoules
of cost-competitive renewable
energy by 2025

Expanding our use of
renewable energy

Our partnerships
Reducing our carbon footprint
with Cool Effect
Purchasing sustainable aviation
fuel
We are the first major U.S. carrier
to begin the IEnVA certification
process
Building more energy efficient
facilities
Supporting the future of America’s
National Parks
Partnering with Breakthrough
Catalyst, an industry-leading step
towards achieving NetZero by 2050.
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